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Personalized Puzzles Make
Events Extra Special
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When Janice Biron began planning her daughter Julie’s bat
mitzvah, she wanted the day to be extra special. In the
past, her family tradition included the lighting of a candle
by each of thirteen important friends or family members,
to signify the years of his or her life. (Continued on inside cover)

Personalized Puzzles
But Jewish law says that
no candles should be lit
on Saturday, the Sabbath.
Julie’s bat mitzvah, like
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To make the puzzles even
more difficult, Ayer places
no pictures on the box,
the better to disguise clues.

``Go figure,’’ he said.
Using a diamond nozzle
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system and a robotic
table that cuts the patterns,

``You’re not supposed to
know what you’re putting
together,’’ he said.

``It’d go right through
your finger,’’ Ayer said.
``Stop at the bone. And
it’d give you a nice, clean
cut. No rusty knives here.’’
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